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Why a 25 Year Environment Plan?
• Get more people to recognise
the very important role that
nature plays in our
existence – health, wealth
and prosperity
• Be clear that our health,
wellbeing and prosperity is
reliant on the health of the
environment – air, water,
soil, sea, animals and plants
• Appreciate the non-monetary
value of nature – its beauty

• Consider the health of
nature in decision making
about society, the economy
and how people live and work
• Every department in the
government working
together to deliver this over
the next 25 years (Industrial
and Clean Growth Strategies)
• Give the environment to the
next generation in a better
state than we got it

25 Year Environment Plan policies
• Policies
– Use and manage land
sustainably
– Recover nature and enhance
the beauty of landscapes
– Connect people with nature to
improve health and wellbeing
– Increase resource efficiency,
reduce pollution and waste
– Clean, productive, and
biologically diverse seas
– Protect and improve the global
environment

25 Year Environment Plan goals
• 25 year goals
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Clean air
Clean and plentiful water
Thriving plants and wildlife
Reduced risk from harm e.g.
flooding and drought
Using resources sustainably
Enhancing beauty, heritage
and engagement with nature
Mitigate & adapt to climate
Minimise waste
Manage chemical exposure
Enhance biosecurity

Making the 25 Year Environment Plan happen
• Everyone playing a role
• Behavioural and
institutional change
• Working closely with a
large range of stakeholders
over the coming year to
identify their contribution
• Strengthening leadership
and delivery through better
local planning, more effective
partnerships and learning
from four pioneer projects

• Strong governance and
accountability
• Robust delivery framework
• Need comprehensive and
reliable data and methods
• Exploring how to use a
Natural Capital Approach
• Industrial Strategy and Clean
Strategy, all government
departments work together
on the plan

What are the pioneers all about?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Test space
Four objectives
Two locations
Stakeholder input, steering
groups, delivery partners
Minimal resources
2-3 year timeline
Projects to test new
approaches and ways of
working – demonstration
Learning from other pioneers
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How the pioneers will explore opportunities and challenges
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Be innovative
Be creative
Involve new people
Be objective
Be critical
Be inclusive
No set idea of the results
Agree what we want together
Document the journey
Don’t leave the good lessons
and work of the past behind

